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Summer in Calcutta
In The Novel There Is A Historical Romance, But Its Subtext Is A Political One Of Contemporary Significance. In The Novel
There Is A Subplot With Subhadra At The Centre. Through What She Does Or What Happens To Her, C.V. Is Projecting A
Futuristic Vision Of The New Woman In The Indian Context. The Conventional Image Of The Woman Is Replaced By An
Imagined Figure That Was To Emerge On The Indian Scene. Another Unique Feature Of This Novel Is The Introduction, For
The First Time, Of Untouchables, The Channans Of South Travancore. Hence Is Fiction Asserting Humanistic Values Over
And Above The Taboos And Superstitions Of Yester-Years.

Alphabet of Lust
Valappottukal
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition
allows young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even
wider audience. Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it
was first published fifty years ago, Shel Silverstein's poignant picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching
interpretation of the gift of giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's
incomparable career as a bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He
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is also the creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The
Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where
the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't
miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!

Arbaminchile Manimuthukal
"Fitness, money, and wisdom--here are the tools. Over the last two years Tim Ferriss has collected the routines and tools of
world-class performers around the globe. Now, the distilled notebook of tips and tricks that helped him double his income,
flexibility, happiness, and more is available as Tools of Titans"--Page 4 of cover.

Short Stories
Sunday Sentiments
The Fires of Spring
Pathummayude adu
Quotes about Love
For centuries, the Koh-i-Noor diamond has set man against man and king against king. Now part of the British Crown Jewels,
the priceless gem is a prize that many have killed to possess. So when the Crown Jewels go on display in Mumbai, security
is everyone's principal concern. And yet, on the very day Inspector Chopra visits the exhibition, the diamond is stolen from
under his nose. The heist was daring and seemingly impossible. The hunt is on for the culprits. But it soon becomes clear
that only one man -- and his elephant -- can possibly crack this case Featuring the most charming crime-solving duo ever to
grace the pages of a book, the Baby Ganesh Detective Agency series is a must-read for fans of Alexander McCall Smith. For
more from Vaseem Khan, check out: Baby Ganesh Agency InvestigationThe Unexpected Inheritance of Inspector Chopra
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The Jewel of Seven Stars Illustrated
He Had Eventful Experiences In A Prison And An Asylum. He Travelled With Sufis And Sanyasis And Did Odd Jobs. At The End
Of It, Basheer Has A Bagful Of Stories. Coming From The Man Who Alerted The Map Of Malayalam Fiction Five Decades Ago,
This Volume Of Short Stories Is Bound To Be An Unforgettable Experience.

Malayalam
A Finalist for the Nebula Award for Best Novel and the 2019 Lammy Award for best LGBTQ SF/F/Horror! One of the best
books of 2018, according to NPR, Publishers Weekly, BuzzFeed, the Chicago Review, BookPage, and the B&N Sci-Fi and
Fantasy Blog. C. L. Polk arrives on the scene with Witchmark, a stunning, addictive fantasy that combines intrigue, magic,
betrayal, and romance. The New York Times calls it “thoroughly charming and deftly paced an accomplished and enjoyable
debut.” In an original world reminiscent of Edwardian England in the shadow of a World War, cabals of noble families use
their unique magical gifts to control the fates of nations, while one young man seeks only to live a life of his own. Magic
marked Miles Singer for suffering the day he was born, doomed either to be enslaved to his family's interest or to be
committed to a witches' asylum. He went to war to escape his destiny and came home a different man, but he couldn’t
leave his past behind. The war between Aeland and Laneer leaves men changed, strangers to their friends and family, but
even after faking his own death and reinventing himself as a doctor at a cash-strapped veterans' hospital, Miles can’t hide
what he truly is. When a fatally poisoned patient exposes Miles’ healing gift and his witchmark, he must put his anonymity
and freedom at risk to investigate his patient’s murder. To find the truth he’ll need to rely on the family he despises, and on
the kindness of the most gorgeous man he’s ever seen. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

CSS Web Design For Dummies
'Takes the Malayalam novel to new heights and fresh possibilities.' - The Hindu When Peter Jeevanandam arrives in Sri
Lanka to shoot a movie about a human rights activist ostensibly murdered by the LTTE, the government is more than willing
to help. What they don't know is that he is also searching for Sugandhi - an LTTE member, and the love of his life. As Peter
stumbles upon and becomes part of a plot to kill the president, reality, history, myth and fiction collide in explosive,
illuminating ways. Sugandhi Alias Andal Devanayaki is a daring novel that portrays the violence inherent in both fascism
and revolution. Winner of the 2017 Vayalar Award and the Kerala Sahitya Akademi Award.

The Love Queen of Malabar
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From the beloved World Fantasy Award-winning author of Witchmark comes a sweeping, romantic new fantasy set in a
world reminiscent of Regency England, where women’s magic is taken from them when they marry. A sorceress must
balance her desire to become the first great female magician against her duty to her family. Beatrice Clayborn is a
sorceress who practices magic in secret, terrified of the day she will be locked into a marital collar that will cut off her
powers to protect her unborn children. She dreams of becoming a full-fledged Magus and pursuing magic as her calling as
men do, but her family has staked everything to equip her for Bargaining Season, when young men and women of means
descend upon the city to negotiate the best marriages. The Clayborns are in severe debt, and only she can save them, by
securing an advantageous match before their creditors come calling. In a stroke of luck, Beatrice finds a grimoire that
contains the key to becoming a Magus, but before she can purchase it, a rival sorceress swindles the book right out of her
hands. Beatrice summons a spirit to help her get it back, but her new ally exacts a price: Beatrice’s first kiss . . . with her
adversary’s brother, the handsome, compassionate, and fabulously wealthy Ianthe Lavan. The more Beatrice is entangled
with the Lavan siblings, the harder her decision becomes: If she casts the spell to become a Magus, she will devastate her
family and lose the only man to ever see her for who she is; but if she marries—even for love—she will sacrifice her magic,
her identity, and her dreams. But how can she choose just one, knowing she will forever regret the path not taken?

Selected Poems
Today, Shiva is a god. But four thousand years ago, he was just a man - until he brought his people to Meluha, a nearperfect empire founded by the great king Lord Ram. There he discovered he was the Neelkanth, a barbarian long
prophesied to be Meluha's savior. But in his hour of victory fighting the Chandravanshis - Meluha's enemy - he discovered
they had their own prophecy. Now he must fight to uncover the treachery within his inner circle, and unmask those who are
about to destroy all that he has fought for. Shiva is about to learn that good and evil are two sides of the same coin

Manjaveyil Maranangal
Written in Karan's inimitable style, the articles in this book are a real treat — racy, fun and enlightening at the same time. It
is a must read for anyone who is interested in creative writing and journalism.

My Story
First published in Malayalam in 1973, My Story, Kamala Das' sensational autobiography, shocked readers with its total
disregard for mindless conventions and its fearless articulation of a subject still considered taboo. Depicting the author's
intensely personal experiences in her passage to womanhood and shedding light on the hypocrisies that informed
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traditional society, this memoir was far ahead of its time and is now acknowledged as a bona fide masterpiece.

The 8051 Microcontroller and Embedded Systems: Using Assembly and C
It Is The Second World War And Kamala And Her Brother Are Removed From Their Parents Home In Calcutta To The Safer
Environs Of Their Village In Northern Kerala. At Once An Outsider And An Integral Part Of Her Ancestral Home, Kamala
Struggles To Fathom The Intricacies Of Class, Caste And Language. But Surrounded By People Like Her Adoring Ammamma,
The Servant Sankaran Who Promises To Teach Her The Crow-Language, And Valli Who Tells Her Stories Of Yakshis Whose
Breasts Are As Big As Jackfruits, Kamala Soon Discovers The Joys Of Growing Up As The Centre Of Everyone S Universe. As
Calcutta Fades From Her Mind Like An Old Dream, While The Thudding Of The Drums At The Para Festival, The Roar Of The
Velichappadu As He Becomes Possessed And The Songs Of The Parayankaali Dancers Become Absolute Realities Of Life.

A Childhood In Malabar
The Infinity of Grace
Tools of Titans
Multicultural Counseling and Psychotherapy, 6th ed, offers counseling students and professionals a distinctive lifespan
approach that emphasizes the importance of social justice and diversity in mental health practice. Chapters include case
studies, reflection questions, and examinations of current issues in the field. Each chapter also discusses the ways in which
a broad range of factors—including sexuality, race, gender identity, and socioeconomic conditions—affect clients’ mental
health, and gives students the information they need to best serve clients from diverse backgrounds.

The Midnight Bargain
The Jewel of Seven Stars is a horror novel by Irish writer Bram Stoker, first published by Heinemann in 1903. The story is a
first-person narrative of a young man pulled into an archaeologist's plot to revive Queen Tera, an ancient Egyptian mummy.
It explores common fin de siècle themes such as imperialism, the rise of the New Woman and feminism, and societal
progress.
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Wanting Jocelyn
An intimate early novel from James A. Michener, now remembered as the beloved master of the historical epic, The Fires of
Spring unfolds with the bittersweet drama of a boy’s perilous journey into manhood. David Harper is an orphan, seemingly
doomed to loneliness and poverty. As an adolescent con artist and petty thief, David spends his days grifting at an
amusement park, the place where he first learns about women and the mysteries of love. Soon he discovers that his longing
to embrace the world is stronger than the harsh realities that constrain him. Featuring autobiographical touches from
Michener’s own life story, The Fires of Spring is more than a novel: It’s a rich slice of American life, brimming with wisdom,
longing, and compassion. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from James A. Michener's Hawaii. Praise for The Fires of
Spring “A warm-hearted, readable story, crammed with lively incident and remarkable characters.”—The Atlantic “Heartfelt
. . . immensely readable . . . Michener is a born writer.”—The New York Times “Michener is a gifted storyteller.”—Kirkus
Reviews “Brilliantly done.”—Library Journal

Truth Simply Is
An astonishing adventure into the heart of one India's most controversial writers.

On the Banks of the Mayyazhi
Alpha Lennox Hall has been waiting for a shewolf to interest him. When he meets Jocelyn he senses she is different. His
immediate attraction to her is completely one sided. Her fear of the big bad alpha keeps Jocelyn from seeing his attraction
to her. She thinks his over protective attitude is because she's weak and doesn't want her to interact with his pack. What
happens when he makes his intentions known and warns her he's claiming her the day of the Alpha challenge, which
happens to be the day she turns eighteen?Â© All Rights Reserved. 2013. Cover done by @Lana_sky

Data Structures with Java
Love: it's a many-splendored thing, or it's all you need - sometimes it's even a battlefield. In our humble opinion, this is the
best quotes about love and life book of all time. Gift this book to your partner to show how you really feelWe do not assert
any claim of copyright for individual quotations. All use of quotations is done under the fair use copyright principal.

The kept woman and other stories
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A novel

The Perplexing Theft of the Jewel in the Crown
This textbook covers the hardware and software features of the 8051 in a systematic manner. Using Assembly language
programming in the first six chapters, in Provides readers with an in-depth understanding of the 8051 architecture. From
Chapter 7, this book uses both Assembly and C to Show the 8051 interfacing with real-world devices such as LCDs,
keyboards, ADCs, sensors, real-time-clocks, and the DC and Stepper motors, The use of a large number of examples helps
the reader to gain mastery of the topic rapidly and move on to the topic of embedded systems project design.

Best Short Stories of the World
Malayalam is one of the four major Dravidian languages spoken principally in the southern part of India. It has a recorded
history of eight centuries and is spoken by more than thirty million people on the Malabar coast of southern India This is the
first detailed description of Malayalam, providing an in-depth analysis of the linguistic richness of this language.

Great Words Win Hearts
Common Sense in the Household
Multicultural Counseling and Psychotherapy
A major poet in English, Kamala Das’s taboo-breaking work explores themes of love and betrayal, the corporeal and the
spiritual, while celebrating female sexuality and remaining deeply rooted in the poet’s ancestral tradition and landscape. A
rigorous selection from her oeuvre—six published volumes and other uncollected and previously unpublished poems—this
edition offers a unified perspective on her poetic achievement. An illuminating introduction to her poetry by Devindra Kohli
traces the sources of its ferment, and showcases its originality of style and its acts of resistance.

Sugandhi Alias Andal Devanayaki
This 100% practical hook by famous motivator & speech guru Dr. Ujjwal Patni reveals all about - 1. Public speaking with
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examples & techniques. 2. Winning & influencing people by conversation. 3. Getting social & organisational fame by
anchoring. 4. Confidence in interviews, oral & group discussion. 5. Power of words in marketing & salesmanship. 6.
Presenting reports, conducting meetings & impressing co-workers. 7. Leadership by speaking skills. 8. How to get rid of
mike and slage fear?

Ten Twentieth-century Indian Poets
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a Web markup standard that allows Web designers to define the appearance and position
of a Web page using special dynamic effects This book is the perfect beginner reference, showing those new to CSS how to
design Web pages and implement numerous useful CSS effects available Seasoned For Dummies author Richard Mansfield
explains how CSS can streamline and speed up Web development Explains how to take control of the many elements in a
Web page, integrate CSS into new or existing sites, choose the best coding techniques, and execute advanced visual effects
such as transitions U Features a special discussion on browser incompatibility issues involving CSS and how to solve
potential problems

Oath of the Vayuputras
Old Play House & Other Poems,the (pb)
Novel based on social themes.

Witchmark
The Giving Tree
This book includes full documentation for Tkinter, and also offers extensive examples for many real-world Python/Tkinter
applications that will give programmers a quick start on their own projects.

Python and Tkinter Programming
Talks on Sufism.
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Only the Soul Knows how to Sing
For a freshman/sophomore-level course in Data Structures in Computer Science. This text teaches the use of direct source
code implementations and the use of the Java libraries; it helps students prepare for later work on larger Java software
solutions by adhering to software engineering principles and techniques such as the UML and the Java Collections
Framework (JCF). Using the spiral approach to cover such topics as linked structures, recursion, and algorithm analysis, this
text also provides revealing illustrations, summaries, review questions, and specialized reference sections.

Marthanda Varma
”I feel a woman is most attractive when she surrenders to her man. She is incomplete without a man,” averred Kamala Das
shortly before her death in May, 2009. One of the most controversial and celebrated Indian authors, she combined in her
writings rare honesty and sensitivity, provocation and poignancy. The Kept Woman and Other Stories explores the manwoman relationship in all its dimensions. Deprived, depraved, mysterious, mystical and exalted, each character, culled from
experience and observation, is an incisive study of love, lust and longing.
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